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tadTOR ANALYTIC' INVESTiGATION OF THE DIMEN-
'Or GROUP 'COMMUNICATION AS & FUNCTIOk OF

TIM TYPE OF INTERDEPENDENCE t[tOraer No. 7901671

amtckLEY,' Mary Anne, Ph.D. Indiana University, 1971,
148gp.

TM purpose of the ptudy was to Weeny dimensions of
communication in three Communication contexts, including pro-
motively interdependent, negatively interdependent, and Inds-
pinded, which could have possible utility as behavior meuur-
big instruments in each particular context.
, Twelve groep discussions were audio taped and transcribed:
The discussions included four df cad) of the following types:
groups which Were promatively interdependent (problem-solv-
in; task); groups which were negatively interdependent (arbi-
tration task) and groups which were independent (informal
task): From each discussion, twenty-five statements were
randomly selected and rated on a number of variables.

Raters, using seven-point scales, evaluated the sample of
statements' according, to the degree to .Which they reflected
thirty-seven different communication properties. These data
were used to check the dimensional structure of the communi-
'cation vaiiables in each of the three types of discussions. Five
factor analytic pfocederes were employed tocheck the rolerst-,
_twee and stability of the factors, including principal factoring
iithout iteralion, principal factoring with iteration, Roa's ca-
nonical, alpha, and image factoring.

Ten dimensiorts overall emeeked: two in the problem-kolv-
big, four in the arbitration, and four in the informal contexts.
In the problem-solving groups these dimensions included Inter-
personal Cohesieeneks-Building Behavior defined by agree-
ment, conciliation, cooperation, Titipi-t, reinforcement, and
friendlinees, as well as Personal Manner represented by ob-
jectivity, tactfulness, reasonableness, and respect. ersonally-
Oriented Behavior, characterized by emotionality, defensive-
ness, rigidity, hostility, egotism and. intensity; Task-Oriented
Behavior defined by elaboration, objective informativeness,
clarification, and insight; Interresonal Cohesiven
II,,ehavior consisting pf support, agreement, reinfo
conciliation, cooperation, and Hargumeetativene
LEA B el ior, characterized by provocativeness,e
nests and aluation seeking emerged in the arbitr

.The factors emerging in the informal contexewere
Oriented Behavior., which was represented by emotionality,
prbvocativeness, insight, risk, argumentatfeeness, rigidity,

.

and opinioctatedness; Task-Oriented Behavior, characterized
by objective informativeness, clirity, clarification, elabora-
ion sad cooperation; yersonal Manner with respect, objec,- .

tivity, tactfulnessi and reasonableness showing the highest
correlatian; and Interpersonal Cohesiveness -Building Be -
tyizior, defined by agreement, conciliation and support.

The results indicated 'that the communication variables ex-
hibited the preperty of dimensionality, that factors within con-
texteNtert generally stable, and thatthe dimensionality varies
SI a function of the type of interdependence within the group.
These findings have both methodologichl and theoretical impli-
caticns that need to be pursued in future research.

s
cement,
; and, Ccs-

nquisitivee
tion contlixt.

ersonall -

A ALUATION OF THE EFFECTS OF COMMUNICATION
0KILI TRAINING ON MARITAL INTERACTION

Order No. 7905079

OAKEN N, Kathleen Alice, Ph.D. University ef Utah, 1978.
l2Spp. Chnitman: Ted Packard

The purpose of the present study was to complete a pre-
liminary evaluation of a colnetunication skills training pro- A

pawl developed at the Salt Lake City Veterans Administrelion
Holipital. Thirty couples participated in pre.- and postassees-
ment sessions approximately three. weeks apart. Assessment
gonnisted ol self-report questionnaires and six interactioe
teaks. Fifteen experimentaliouples received commuoication
skills training between the Oro assessment sessions:

Ms separate analyses of covariance were conducted for
Imabsaills and wives on lour behavioral' rn,easureltantlfto

faction measures. Pretest scores were the covariateit. One of
the four behavloral measures showed significant results for
both ozporhnontal husbands and wives (Solution Propomil).
laperimental Wives scored significantly different from con-
trol wives on a measure of satisfaction with task outoomes.*

EFFECTS OF COMMUNICATION SKILLS TRAINING ON THE
OUTCOME OF A SEX COUNSELING PROGRAM

Order. No; 7911990
COLEMAN, Edmond Joseph, Ph.D. UniversitY of Minnesota,
1978.

Thirteen couples seeking sexual counseling were randomly
divided into two treatment conditions: Communications training-
prier to sex counseling or sex-counseling alone. touples were
given a battery of tests designed to measure self-esteem, mar-
ital adjustment, sexual satisfaction, and commuhication ability.,
These tests viere given pre- and post-treatment Couples re-
ceiving the coremunications training were tesled an additional
time following the communications program. Clinical data col-.

llected included Sex histories, treatment notes, and client oval-
uations. -Both these experimental groups were compared to six
couples in baseline groups which had already been treated for
sexual dysfunction and received communication training as part
of their overall treatment procese.

BaSed upon the outcome measures used in this study and
the statistical analyseS, communication skills training was not
shown to generally enhance the otitcome of the sex _counseling
program. This concliision, remains somewhat tentative because
randomization of groups in this study filled to produce equal"
grow% prior to treatment. The clinical data suggested that
the importance of communication skills training seems te be
dependent ppon the contextual natureevf the dysfunction. When
the etiology of the sexual dysfunction is embedded in poor co&-
munication skills,'communication'training is an importaht part
of treatment.

AN EXAMINATION OF T.11E-RELATIONSHIP AMONG
ASSERTIVENESS, MANIFEST ANXIETY, AND SELF-
ESTEEM Order No. 7901432

;./

CONAWAY Roger Nion, Ph,D, Bowling Green State Unieer-
sity, 1978, 86pp,

Assertive communication is conCemed with itidividuals
le4rnIng cognitive, behavioral, a.m1 affective procedures for

.improving their interpersonal effectivettess, Trainie in as-
sertive coMtnunication Is required for persons who are de-
ficient in the ability to say no, ask fur favors and iiiake re-

. quests, to express positive and negative feelings, or who
experience unadaptive anxiety rIpponseii which hinder their
effective interpersonal expression.

To-further explicate the theoretical nature of the asser-
tiveness conStruct, two basic correlates to assertiveness were
examined: anxiety and self-esteem. Anxiety, self-esteem,
and assertiveness were correlated to determine ths,nature
ana strength of fhe relationships existing among the threfeeoe- OP

structs.
Students in a mid-western university (N=223) were admin.-

I tered a questionnaire booklet containing a self-report mea-
of anxiety ,ewattelf-report measures of self-esteem, and

re. self-report measures of assertiveness. It was hypothe-
skied that composite scores on the three measures of asser-
tiveness woUld positively correlate with composite scores On 4.
the measbres of self-esteem and negatively correlate with a
co&posite score on the measure of argiety. It was'ilsothy-
pothesized that the anxiety scores and self-esteem seems
would oegativelY correlate.

Canonical correlational analysii was" used to examine the
relationship among the six dependent variables. The three as-
**Meatless 'variables were included in Set,1 and the anxiety

. had self-esteem variables were included in Set 2. Resuki
clearly supported hypotheses at a signifieance level of e
Ain on Robt 1. Roots 2 and 3 were not significant. Sex clif-

f:



feresices were also indicated by discriminant analyais on the
six dependent variables.

A major contribution of this study was seen in establish-
.

ing'a closeness between effective interpersonal expression and
feelings in self. Future research based on the results of the
Present study Was also discussed.

A DYADIC INTERACTION APPROACH TO THE IMPLEMEN
. TATION OF AN. INTERPERSONAL COPING SKILLS PRO

GRAM WITH ADOLESCENTS

CONNELL, Robert Bruce, Ed.D. University of Toronto
(Canada), 1978

The present reaearch`Was performed to compare two in,.
structional formats for a small group training program de-
signed to enhance competence in sociii situations. The Inter-
personal Coping Skills Program (Ch istensen, 1974a) was
utilized for this purpose and it was mplemented using both a
'traditional didactic teaching approa h and a dyadic ipteraction
format. The main hypotheses- tested were that participation in,
The Interpersonal Coping Skills Program would result in the '
enhancement of social competence and that treatmeat effects
for the dyadic.format would be more pronounced than for the
didactic format. .

.

A total of qne hundred high school grade ten students (fifty
Anal**, fifty females) aerted as subjects for the present in-
vestigation and were randomly assigned to nine groups. The
Experimental (E) treatment, utilizing the Interpersonal Coping
Skills Program was presented to four si.oups, the Control (C1) .

treatment, consisting of ihe Personal Awareness Program was
presented to four groups, and, the remaining group, a waiting-
list control group (C2), received no treatment. Both of the '''
treatment groups employed eight seventY minute sessions, with
sessiCes held weekly.

. One half of the students,in each'of the E and Cl treatment ,
groups were-instructed using the dyadic interaction format (Dy)

.. while the remaining students in each of these groups received
a didactic teaching approach (Di). .

The dependent measures 'administered as pse-ai-Jeztst tests
were:
. 1. a general measure of social competence (Three Scales
of the California PsYchological Invedtory -- Social Competence
'Measure):

-2. a self-report behavioral measure of social competence .

(modified Community Adjustment Profile *stem).
3. behavioral measures of sccial competence comprising

teachers' ratings of students' behavior-in three spec ed class-.
rootn situations. ,

. 4. a measure of soc ial perspective taking (Feller's Role .
. Taking Task). ' A

4 An analysis of covariance was performed for each Measure
followed, where appropriate, by a N ewman-KeMs test for urdered
means. Analyses indicated that Treatment E was significantly
different from both control treatments on the general nieksure

.as well as'on all three scales of the teachers' ratings. In addi-
. . tion Treatment E produced a significant inersase in social com-

petence' as compared tn the C2 Treatment group on the social
perspective taking measure, although there was no difference

- GO this measure between the E and CI Treatment groups.
Analyses for the effects of instruational formats indicated

that the Dy Format was significantly different from the Di and
C ForMats only on the three scales of the teachers' ratings.
Moreover, on the self-report behavioral measure, only the Di
Format prodaced a significant effect; hoWever, results for the
Dy Foranit on lids measure approached significance. Farther-
miae on the social perspective taSing me-asure the Dy and Di
Formats were equally effective. These latter results wereat-
tributedlo the effects of Tratmnts rather than Fotinats.

Additional analyses perfornied on the various, combinations.
'of Treatments and Fbrmats determined that the E Treatment
using the Dy Formal produced the highest (p < .01) 90001 COM-
petente ratings for two of the three scales of the teachers' rat-

. ... Inge (int actmg with peers and interacting with teacher).
-..14torec r, the Dy Format for both the E and CI Treatments

re ted lti significantly higher ,ratings on all threat scales of
teachers' ratings and on the social perspeclive taking mea-

ure than did either the C or Cl/Di GroUps. .

Ir.

These results would suggest that intensive, struCtlired dyadic
interaction, its the core of ah instructional format, could en-

*hence the,impact of a program designed to teach interpersonal
skills. Furthermore, it would appear thaWsuch interaction is
effective in increasing social jerspectiVe taking--an ability
believed to be related to social competence.

SELFACTUALIZATION AND THE ACQUISITION Or COM
MUNICATION AND DISCRIMINATION SKILLS

Order No. 7905940

ENGERAN, Elizabeth Ann, Ph.D.. Indiana State University,
1978. 99pp. Chairperson: Dr. Merle M. Ohlsen

The purpose of this study was to determine the usefulness
of the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI). as. a selection de- .

vice for potential counselor-trainees. Specifically, this study
investigated the instrument's usefulness as a predictor of
counselor-trainee success in learning the facilitative counsel- ,

ing skills of communication and discrimination.
.

The sample for this study included all undergraduate and
graduate students enrolled'in the Techniques of Counseling
course at Indiana State University ln the Spring semester of
1,978. A total of 75 students (45 undergraduates, 30 graduates)
were included in the study. TJaestudents Were given the POI.
at the beginning of the semester to obtain/a measure qf each- J
individual's level of self-actualization. The students were
tested using the Carkhuff Communication Wes, the Carkhuff
DiscriMination Index, the'boached-Client Interview Videotape
'and the Recognition Assessment-Empathy., instrumentlo assess
each individual's level of 'Communication and discrimination
skills before counseling skills training had begun and at the
conelusion of counseling skills training.

An analysis of variance for each of the four measures of
communication and discrimination skills was used to test for
significance at the .05 level to determine whether the observed
differences in levels of communiCation and discrimination
skills between self-actualized and non-self-actuallzed individ-
Olds could be aecounted fqr by chance. The data were gathered
and analyzed before coaseling skills training and at the con-
clusion of training. Data gathered on undergraduate and grad-
uate students were analyzed separaely. A 2 x 2 analysis of
variance was used for pretest and posttest data wittl the rows
composed of graduate 'and undergraddate scores on each mea-
sure of communication and discrimination skills and the col-
limns composed of seif-actualized and non-self-actualized
individuals. An overall measure of self-actualization was used
for analysis of the data.

Several conc usions were suppoited by the results of this
study. The POI d not discriminate individuals performing
at.higher levels of mMunication arid discriplination from
those indivichcals per irming at lower levels before counseling
skills training had beg . Furthermore, the pot did not dis-
criminate between those me individuals at the conclusion of
counseling skills training. is conclusion is warranted even
though signififance waa thund r main effects when using the

oaChed-Clieid Interview Video pe in the posttest analysis of
variance. The significant finding n this case was mainly at-
tributed to difference in perform nce levels of undergraduates
and graduates on that measure of communication and was not
related to the individual's level of self-actualization. The data
revealed that the Coac.h!zsi-Client linterv.iew Videotape, as a
measure of counselor communication skill, was an efficient
discriminator of differences-in akin level.

Accbrding to the results of thts study, tne P01 is probably
not a good delsice for screening counselor candidates, Further-
'more, codsidering the lack of success associated with the (dem=
-tificstion of preferred counselor characteristics, it is rvom-
mended that the focus of future research shift from the piir-
sonality of the counselor as measured b ersonality tests to
particular behaviors, skills, or interaction d their rela-
tionship to counseling outcome,
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PARENTINGf OMMUNICATION STYLES AND ADOLESCENT
MALE' DEVIIINTS IN MIDDLE-CLASS FAMILIES

Order No. 1910064

FOWLES, Roy Ronald, Ph.D. University of Denver, 1978.'
232pp.

The parent communication style of mother and father sepa-
rately and combined was associated with self -reports of,cie-

' %fiance by adolescent boys. The object of the research was to
test a theory whieh posited that the orientation of parents to'
socializing a.child in terms of Basil Bernstein's.control, com-
munication and role concepts would discriminate deviant from
non -deviant bOys.

In the course of the study a questionnaire was developed,
pretested and-implemented to deterthine the parent communi-
cation style. A random'sample of 147 intact nuclear families
with junior high school age adolescent males was selected .

from Jefferson County, Colorado, to test the theory. Families
chosen met the criteria of middle class based on family in-
come, father occupation, parent education and geographiclo-
cation.

The implications of the study were that parenting coniniu-
nication style exist, parenting styles discriminate deviance,

, and control, communication and, role concepts predict deviaece
as well as the traditionarpredictote' of adolescent deviance
such as family income, mother work status, father occupation,
size of family, parent educatipn, mobility and involvement with
extended family. The parenting communication styles asso-
ciated with deviance from the study were restricted on the con-
trol, communication and role variables. The restricted style
represented.parents who control imperatively, make decisions
without child input and do not openly discuss opinions, inten.-
dans, reasons-and judgments with children.

The data revealed that a typical family with a deviant son
had a mother who was restricted in c trol, father was Incon-
sistent concerning control, the faniflj Income was over $20,000
per year, fathers did not have a colle e education and mothers
were high.school graduates. The trad tonal predictors of de-
viance mentioned above did not explairl the devianie as well as
the Bernstein concepts of control, communication and roles.
These c.bncepts provided a meaningful perspective to delineate
parent communication style, to discrfminate deviance in ado-
lescent middle-class boys and they, described the typiCal family
with a deviant son.

FOREIGNER TALK: A STUDY OF' SPEECH ADJUSTMENTS
MADE BY NATIVE SPEAKERS OF ENGLISH IN CONVERSA-
TION WITH NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS Order No. 7824721

FREED, Barbara Faye, Ph.D. University of Pehnsylvania, 1978.
282pp. Supervisor: Lila Gleitman

The ability all speakers of a laeguage haVe to modulate their
speech as various aspects of thp speech situation change has re-

. ceived wide attention in recent years. Less attention, however,
has been given, to analyzing the similarities and differences be-
heeen registers or to the possible bases for such epeech adjust-
ments.

In the case of two special registers, Baby Talk (speech to
young childreis) and Foreigner Talk (speech to foreigners); it
has sometimes been assumed that the features of both are al-
most idantical. Such a belief has overlooked the fact that native
adults speaking to children adipst their speech to linguistic and
Cognitive limitations as Well as the status of the child. On the
other hand, native adults in conversation with adult foreignere
are interacting with listeners who, like children, are limited
linguistically het whose status andscognItive abilities presemably
equal those of the native speaker.

The results Of several recent investigations have suggested
e that speakers adjust their language not merely e basis of

the syntactic eoreplexity of their utterances bu o, and per-
haps primarily, in response to the relative status of the listener
andthe functional meaning of utterances within a conversational
ecintext. 4

This dissertation investigates the language used by 'laths,
,peakers of ,E,nglieh in cortveroation with Speakers of several
Other languages.. It is hypothetized that the native speakers'

...
Foreigner.Talk will emerge through a tomplex set of lectors . -
including, Put not limited to, the linguistic profiCiency of the .

foreigners as well.as their statute, processing,capabilittes and
conversational meaning ofthe utterances used.' As a result,
Foreigner Talk will be comparable to Baby Talk inaemuch as it
is baited on the linguistic limitations of the foreign listener: but,
it will differ Isom Baby Talk in that dative speakers also re-,
spond to the relative statue and cognitive al#lities of'their fore
eign listeners. Conversational constraints, therefore, will die--
tate a corpus- fat different from that' which results from
conversational interaction with u young child. In this respect,
is is hypothesized that Foreigner Talk will be more like-Native
Talk -(casual conversation between natiee speakers).

The aims of this tbesis are.dual; to provide- a descriptiVe
taxonomy (syntactic and functional) of the coreigner VII( reg-
isteeand to:determine which perceived listener attributes are
responsiblefOr the adjustments-characteristically made in For-
eigner Talk. To investigate this question the language'of 11
Americans in naturally-occurring conversation with 11 non-
native speakers,,of English was compayed to the language of
these same 11 Americans in conversation with another native
speaker of English.. The results of these comparisons were
then compared to those of a similarly designed study of the
language of a group of Mothers in conAsation with their young
children.. The Baby Talk,' Foreigner Talk and Nafive Talk
speech samples were then compared oremeasures of syntactic
complexity and functional meaning in cbntext.

The-samples of Foreigner Talk and Native,Taik in thisstudy
(ana Baby Talk from the earlier study) were similarly coded.
Analysis of syntactic complexity ineluded measures of tell-
formedness, sentence length and complexity; sentence type and
transformational complexity. A gross functional analysis was
done on the inferential meaning in context of typical utterances
from each speech corpus. Analysis described Foreigner Talk
and Native Talk, and then compared them to each other and to
Baby Talk,

The findings reveal that Foreigner Talk approximates Baby
Talk in its syntactic properties bid that it is more like Native '.
Talk in its underlying functional intent.

The conclusions drawn from these findings support the hy-
pothesis that speech adjustments are made through a complex
set of factors. Speech modifications are made in response to
perceived attributes of the listener Including status, cognitive
ability and conversational meaning as well 'as the linguistit
sophistication of the listener.

STRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF INTERPERSONAL SOL
IDARITY: A CAUSAL PROCESS THEORY OF RELATIONAL
COMMUNICATION Order No. 7906225

GARRISON, John Phillip, Ph.D. The University of Nebraaka-
Lincoln, 1978. App. Adviser: WIlliam J. Seiler

This report formulated a causal peocess theory utilising
eight relational commynication variables. The theoiy was
specifically concerned with the strUctural developrnent.of in-
terpersonal solidarity, the allectiVe component of dyadic rela-
tionships. A temporal model of dyadic relationships was corn- A
bleed with Berger and Calbrese's uncertainty theoryto form
the 13 theoretical propositions. Tests of the theory were
ducted through a combination of tour studies.

Relational communication, with the dyetliperving as the .primery unit of analysis,wasiseciprocallyevaftatedinstranger
dyads every 14 days across a five-wave panel survey. (Only.
the first -two'time waves are included in the data of this re-
port.) Self-report questyonnaires were chosen as the data col-
lectton method and a rat(dom sample of 100 female and 100
male dyads was drawn from the residence halls of The Unit-
versity of Nebraska-Lincoln, at the beginning of the 1977-
1978 acadereic year.

.

Scales were either developed or obtained to measure the
el ht relational variables included in the theory. Five exog-
e us (Independeet) variables of disclosiveness (diselosure
of lf to people in general), two interpersonal valence lite--
tors (linear combinations of pereon peeception constructs),
uneertainty within the dyad, and trustfulness (generaliked
trust) were hypethesized,in the theory to be4ausally related8



, .

ICI the three endogenous (dependon4 Variablea,of
trupt, and interpersonal solidarity.

The first study utiliged a Metric multidlniensional scaling .

(Mint taik to. test the temporal development Model of dyadic
relatioeshipp. ,two undetlylng dimensions, status and in-
timacy, were need to ekplain tiie perceived distances among
five interpersonal relationship contexts: itrangers, statue-
r&e relationship., acquaintances, ['lend', and intimates.
Results provided preliminary validation tor the model, and
MUDS 10 also suggested as a new method for ihe analysis of
relationehip problems.

Cross-lagged panel correlation analysis was used in the
second study to test the stationarity of five dimensions of
self-disclosure; each being related individually to trust. The
primary concern within the system was with this nonrecureive
relationehip betWeen self-disclosure and individualized trust,
but this early probe into the dyadic system was unable to un-
cover their "strue* cause-and-effect relationship. The self-
disclosure and trust data was not stationary across time
waves, so cross-lagged analysis was not an appropriataociata-
analytic protedure in this situation.

Two types of path analysis, two-stage least-squares and
J5reskog'e maximum-likelihood methods, were chosen for
studies three and four respectively. An interpretable solu-
tion could not be generated for the time one data, but wave 4
two indicated the existence of several alternative models..
Overall, 0 of the IS theorittical propositions were supported
by the time two variables,,and the total system of variables
(all exogenous and endogenoul) proved to be the best model'.

- accounting for 88.2% of the v rlance in interpersonal solidarity.
The reiarch report conthude with a re-specified causal
model, potentially useful for fut'irewaves of data, and future
interpersonal and relational commuh4cation research.

AN INSTRUMENT/FUNCTION CLAS.SIFIGATION SYSTEM
FOR THE ANALYSIS OF INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICA-
TION .

fi Order. No. 7911524,

functions that can be observed in interaction and hence alert'''
the researcher, educator, or parent to less-common options in
communication that are typically overlooked. In addition, the
Categories are neither.mysterious nor obscure. The Character-

, hairs of each category are readily perceived, thus providing
, for almost immediate application of the system to a question

or problem at hand.

A PRELIMrNARY EXAMINATION OF .A MODEL OF'
THE PROCESS OF SOCIAL INTERACTION IN THREE
SITUATENi Order No,7900707

JOHNSON, Jerome David, Ph.D. Michigan State University,
1978. 244pp.

This dissertation proposes a model of the p.rocess of so-
cialinteraction containing six categories: content, interpreta-
tioa, emotion, communication, sOlection, and relationships.

These categories can be classified by their role In the ro-
Cells Of exChange and by their phenomenal level, There
three phenomenal levels: the surface level (content an com-
munication); the mediating level (interpretation and belection);
and the underlying level (emotion and relationships). The cate-
gories can also be classified by their roles in the process of
exchange: content, interpretation, and emotion can be viewed
as the substance exchanged in the interaction, while commu-
nication, selection, and relationships represent the form by
which this substance is expressed.

The relationships posited in the model are based on the
classification of categories. In general the substance ex-

,

HOLDER, Carol Reed Worby, Ph.D. Ctremont Graduate
School, l979 l99ppt.

Groups se.as educators, parents, dnd lawmakers haVe be-
come aware of dividual variation:in coinmunication patterns
and preferred learning modalities variations that derive
from linguistic, cu1turalafam1141, and other difference;, Also
riktopized is the need for 'assessment and description of these
diffStant characteristics, prior to prescribing special instrtie-
tional)rogratna. This study directly addresses such needs 6y
Presorting a system for analysts of interpersonal communica-
tion that can be used by thoge who have little experience in lin-
guistics or interaction analysis.

The system explicated' in this study is comprised of two.
taxonomies. The first identifies and organizes by channel of
perception the full range of options in modes of comMunicatton,
more specifically, the verbal and nonverbal instruments of com-
munication. The second, a ten-category taxonomy.developed by
tilt linguitt Regan, identifies the functions of- those instruments.
The categories in both were roerated from analyses of exten-
sive Observations of commonplace human interaction..

Several applications of the system are examined. It is
kshown 7- through a content analysis of interic lowdata recorded

in prOne form by participant observers -- that he system iden-
tifies, organizes, and describes significant details of communi-
cation events, Providing an entry point into unVrstanding indi-
vidusl communication styles.

The stUdy also examines the applicability of the system to
research in child development, multicultural education, and
Communication disabilities. It is, proposed that an.instrument/
function.grid made front the categories can assist in (1) orga-
nising a review of the literature in anypf,the research areas,
(2) establishinii tndividual or voup communication profiles, and
(3) 'generating questions and lIpotheses to structure intersetion
reaeirch.projectg. As illuStration, hypotheses generated from
ii sample grid are presented foe each of the above three research
arms.-

The value a'the system, as a tool fortifthe objective analysis
of a comprex Se,havior, is shown to lie in its comprehensiveness
mid accessibitity. The categories describe all initruments and

,

changed in the interaction is viewed as determining its form
of expression. In addition, variables at a deeper phenomenal
level are said-to caust variables at a more surface level.

One hundred and twenty-four mail questionnaires obtained
from a random sample of adults in Grand Rapids, Michigan
were used to test the model of social interaction in three sit-
uationsielevision radio and typical. While the characteris-
tics of this sample generally reflects the-nature of the Grand
RapkIs amt the United States population and the literature In-
dic tes that non-response typically has little affect on rela-
ti ships between yariables; the low response rate, 22,2(r sug-

sts that only limited generalizations can be made from this
ta.
.Ordinary least squares multiple regression (OLS) Was used

1d:determine the variance accounted for and to assess the
significance'level of the paths in the' model. .When the.alter-
native paths are included in the model the kndividual_multiple
regressions aceount for at least 24% of the variation in their
dependent variables with p< ;01.

LISRE14 a comOter program, was used to assess the over-
all goodness of fit of the model to the data and to estimate in-
dividual parameters. The radio situation was used to develop
and to further refine the original mcidelpresented in Chapter I,
Tests la this situation indicated that two additional paths--.one
between emOtion and_content and one between relationship. and
communieation--should be added to the model. This refined
model was then tested in all situations. The x" statistic indi-
cat.s that the model doesn't provide a better fit to the data than
Would be expected by chance, However, the ratio Of degrees of
freedom to the x' v hie would indicate that the model with ap-
propriate modifica ons, could eventually provide a good flt
the, data.

In Chapter IV a modified, model with two unobserved corgi-
mon- variables was tested in all three situations. The addition
of these common iakables ,wa'S expected to ameliorate some
of the problems with highzeta variances, multieollInearity,i
and measureMent errors found in the original'model. They
were suCcessful in reduding these problems, but their.
main effectwas to reduce the residuals. 'The x' values ap-
proach significance and the slight difference between theitt'and
a good fit of,the model to the data may be attributable to tech-
Weal problems with the data and to specificatiOn errors.

hi eum, the results supperted the addition of two paths tq
the original model and Suggests that all, of the paths included
in the original model were meaningful. The results did not
eapport the assumptions that the values of parameters would
remain inviiriant across different situations and that interpre-
tations and selection act as mediators.

4
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Chaptei y a new model*is proposed that incorporates the
efforts' of fattors outside the process of social interaction,

...Such ad Context, and that cbUd s,jnterpzetation -and content
Into one variable labeled interpret ion and reduces commu-
nicatronand selection to one varia e termed communication.
There is reason to believe.that a t st otthis new model on a
different data set would be surge fut.

CREATING A MINISTRY TO PARENTS NEEDING BETTER
COMMUNICATION SKILLS WITH THEIR CHILDREN

Order No. 7904878

MOM, Donald Wayne, DAM. Drew University, 1978. 182pp.

Many middle class parents find they exist in an environ-
ment in which meny more demands and skills are required of
them in their child-rearing efforts than in previous genera- .
!Wits. They are confused because of the Many differing theories
of chlid-rearing to which they are exposed, as well as the con-
fusion of differing theological perspectives supporting these-
theories. Parents often feel guilt, hurt, and failure as a direct
result of their child-rearing efforts. In lboking to the local
chureh for guidance and assistance, a parent tyPically sees
very little effort to provide a coherent theology of child-rear-
ing and a practiCal course in child-rearing theory in the educa-
tional curriculum.

The central problem of this project deals with tha lack of
communications-skills experienced by many parentsln their
relationships with their children. The central question this
author has chosento address is how to help these Christian
parents gain these skills and at the same tires gain persciñal
feelings of self-acceptance and worth in their parenting ef-
forts.

There were three steps in this author's method of dealing
with the problem ot assisting parents gain communications
skills. First, the 'author studied primary and secOndarf
sourceslo examine Biblical and theological sources in prep-
aration for developing his own theological position on the sub-
ject of parenting.

Secondly, the author researched'curre terature on the
subject of communications skills for par and enrolled in
a course entitled "Skills for Parents" at Florida Junior Col-
lege in Jacksonville, Florida. The reading of current litera-
ture and clans parti ipation in the Florida Junior College
course provided tMfbasic content of the course taught an a
part of this proje , as we a providing a thorough under=
Standing of theakill construct used in the project.

Thirdly, the author formed a class of twelve parents from '
the Ortega United MithOdist Church in Jacksonville, Florida.
This class met for eight threeshour sessions over a period of
two months. 'At the second session, the author gave two instru-
ments designed to measure change in five different communica-
tion skills constructs. One instrument wall concerned with
change in conceptual knowledge. The other was concerned
with change in attitudinal growth. A third fniktrument aided
the students in their practical demonstration of the particular
construtt under consideration. Spc communication skill con-
stidcts "re presented'parents to help resolve the central
problem of the project. These constructs were: I) listening
for feelings; 2) non-facilitative responses; .3) facilitative re:-
sponges: 4) reporting/sharing feelings; 5) pysblem-solving

.

problents of conflict; 6) problem-solting problems of values.
The first hour qf sessions three thrOugh eight consisted of the
stucient's reporting of his demonstration of the skill construct
under consideration. The second and third hour of eact ses-

" .sion consisted bf the lecture/diecussion of skill constructs and
' the demonstration of them by the instructor, and the role play-

ing of class members in dyads; triads, and small groups.
Conclusions were determined by personal feedback by class

, members and the previously mentioned inStruments. Two ad-
Manual initruments also provided (nformation. They evallited:
I) the course tatight at Ortega United Vethodist.Church en-
titled "liking for Parents"; 2) tcie authc1P, Who was the instruc-

. tor for the course. The following conclusions Were 'determined
by the author: 1) That parents did feel inadequate in their
parenting effort, especially in the area of communicition.

' That class experience, invelving certain cosimunication
skill onestructs, would increese a psrent's un&rstahding of

his olf her child/children. 3) That,the class experience, in the
opinion of the students, had a.positive effect meitheir behavior
with their children. 4) That the local church is an excellent
place tti. exhibit these parenting skills, allowing patsies to see
that there is a sound biblical and theological basis for them.

THE COMMUNICATION OF AFFECT VIA FACIAL EX-
PRESSION: THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCEAF A PO-
TENTIAL DECODER AND SEX OF DEC R AS
VARIABLES IN THE PRODUCTION AND DECODING OF
FACIAL HEHAVIOR Order No. 7906931

KENNEDY, William Arthur, Ph.D. Wayne State University,
1976. 98pp.

An experiment was designed to test four research hypath-,
cites.

(1) Facial expression is an accurate mode of communica-
lion ofkaffect information.

(2) The presence or absence of a potential decoder will
affect the spontaneous production of facial expression.

(3) The sex of the decoder will be a significant variable
in terms of accuracy of cfcceding facial expression, and

(4) CommunicatlOn via facial expression is a complex
phenomena carrying levels of meaning.

Fifty4three slides, assumed to be emotionally loaded, were
evaluated by thirty subjects. Twelve slides were selected from*

So,thgse 53 on the basis of polar evaluations on three dimen.
alOnal semantic differential groupings.

These pretested. slides were shown to four female subjects
who'were asked to rate,the slides on similar semantic differ-
ential type groupings. While watching the slides, these four
subjects' facial expressions were covertly video/wed. These
videotapes were then shnwn to 117 subjects, who were asked
to determine the content of each slide and/or the taped sub-
jeci's readtion to it. These reactions were recorded on iden-
tical semantic differential-type groupings.

Data was analyzed in two separate series of analyses.
First, responses to a single scale PLEASANT-UNPLEASANT
item were analyzed. A product-moment cotrelation was com-

-puted between the taped subject's evaluation of each slide and
the arithmetic mean of the scores of the subjects who viewed
that tape. A positive correlation of .59 resulted. This corre-
lation was inferred to)ndicate that significant Communication
of affect information was gleaned from the taped subject's fa-
cial expression.
\ During the taping sessions, the subjects were In the corn-
pany of a confederate of the researcher for the first half of
the elide presentation. A 2 x 2 analysis of variance was per-
formed on scores obfained by computing a relative measure
tif accuracy between the taped subject's scores and the eubse-
queCvailewer's scores in the first half of the presentation and
the portion when the taped subject *as left alone blahs
atipiulus room'. This analysis indicated that agreement wale
significantly higher when the subject wan in the presence of a
potential decoder.

The anova also considered the question of a sex variable
in decoding behavior. M,ale and female subject scores were ""
compared and no at cant difference was found. Also no
interaction iras noted between these' main factors.

A separate analyses was performed on the full-scale dimen-
sional data. A product-moment correlation and a 2 x 2 anova
for each dimension was corhputed. Each prodUct-moment corL.
relation indicated that a significant amoud of communication
took place. The analyses of variance results concerning the
presence or absence of a potential decoder variable were un-
clear. In no case was sex of decoder found to be a significant
variable and no main factoi interactions wer ed.

The fact that ace on each dimension s found to be .
above chance exp tions inferred.tol rate that facial
epressions carry els or chhnnels of me nings.



PERCX,TIONS OF ASSERTIVENESS: A METHODOLOGICAL
ilTVDt -OF IMPRESSION FORMATION AND AT,TRACTION

Order No. 1901448' .

MATHISON, David Lee, Ph,D. Bowling Green State Univer-
sity, 1978.. 141pp.

This studi was desigried to investigate four areas of per-
cepdons of assertive behavior: (1) preamble bias, -(2) attrac-
tion, (3) sex differences, dnd (4) persuasion.

:'ktotal of 535 undergraduate stddefils participated in a lab-.
oratdry experiment which included listening to a speaker and
evaluatingihirn on a nine page survey form. To asseas the
nine scales included in the survey, four canonical correlations
and twelve discriminant analyses were completed..

The results indicated that: (1).When a target person was
labeled either "non-assertive,' pr °assertive," or "aggres-
sive,*this had littIe or no differentiating influence on ihe per;.
ception of that.person. (2) There was a strongipositive car-
relatiOnbetween die judges' self-reported assdrtive level and
their perceptions of the target persons assertive level. (3) Fe-
males tended tu rate Themielves as non-assertive, interper-
sond11.4 bold, while males tended to rate themselves as assei-
tive, piterpersonally shy. (4) Females tended to rate the target

-person as non-assertive, amnions, while niales tended to rate
him as assertive, non-ambitious. (5) Females tended to rate
the target person favorably while males cated On unfavor-
ably. (6) Judg&s who were measured ws persuaded by the tar-
get person's speech tended to dislike the overall presentation.

Implications of these restilts were discussed as they re-
lated to theory and the research setting.

THE EFFECTS a SEX OF PARTNER, ROLE MODEL,
AND ANDROGYNY ON FEMALE COMPETITWENEVS

Order No. 1907781

MUNRO, Margaret Ellen, Ph.D. The University of Florida,
11178. 73pp. Chairman: Thomas J. Saine

Although current research`has not provided a, cogent, ifite-
grated conceptualization of the conditions which prompt femalea
to bevise exploitative (competitive) in their interpersonal strat-
egies,Mparate-investigations have identified constituents of
the communication setting which account for differences in
exploRativeness by females.

The specific purpose of thii study .was twofold: (1) to-pro-
vide a theoretical structure which integrates discrepant re-
search findings and which accounts for the relationship be-
tween sex role and competition and (2) to provide an empirical
test of the elements of a situational explanation of female com-
petitiveness. Specifically, tfie present investigation focused on
a test of the interactive effects of three variablessex of part-

y ner, androgyny, and role mddelon the competitive behavior
of women in a game situation.

'Two hypotheses derived from research on sex differences
in game situation', were tested. First, it was hypothesized that
sex of partner, androgyny, and role model interact to prode
coOperative rekponses by feraies in the qreative Alternat,iv
Game such that low androgynous fimalesOrovided with an ac-
sommodative role model and paired with a malkpriner (opti-
mal condition) will make significand# mere cooperative choices
than high androgynous females provided.with an exploitative
role model and paired with a male partner (minimal condliiion).

\ Snored, it was hypothesized that.sex of partner, androgyny,
sad role model interact to produce competitiveresponses by
females in the Creative Mternative Game ouch that high an-
**aroma females provided with an exploitative role model
and paired with a maltpartner (optimal condition) will make
significantly more competitive choices than will tow androgy-
mOds females provided w#h an accornmodatrve role model and
paired with a male partner (minimal condition).

TIN eubjectriNo100) consisted of male (No30) and female
(11+70) volunteers who were undergraduate etudente, graduate
Students, and career tiervice employees at Tempte University
in Philadelphta. The dependent variablen were either the mrm-
her Of cooperative choicest or the lumber of competitive choices

.,
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^ Arida by female subjects during their 20 trials of the Cranny

Alternative Game. The independenivariables contriated of sex
Of player, role model, levet of androgyny, and trials.

Two separate apalyses of variance for a four-factor design
with nested measures on number of trials wel-e conducted to
assess the effects of the independent variables. Results of the
Al4OVA ler cooperativerhoicee indicate that there was a nig-
nifWant three-way irdeFution (FO15.94, p< .0001) among part-
nor on, androgyny, and role model. Resuits of ANOVA tor
eompetitive'choices indicated that there was a significant main
effect of sex of partner on number of competitive choices rade
during the Creative Alternative Game (Fo9.48, p< .002). A sig-
nificant main effect for-androgyny on the number of eompeti-
tive choices (Fis7.79, p< .005) was also indicated. Subjects
who were hiih 1.n anciroitynrmade significantly more competi-
tive choices than subjects who were low in androgyny. Other
rain effects and interactions were nonsignificant.

In conclusion, it seems that this research study has as-
sisted in identifying some of the major situational factors
underlying variability in female behavior. Situational factors
mai not act interdependently to determine competition by
women. ,One implicalion of this investigation is that research
in the areas of aggression, enlotional behavior, and nonverbal
behavior which has substantiated.* main effect difference be-
tween.sexes may require reassessment. It, le peosible tia
'situational factors such as thoSe Outlieed in thinstudy merlon
be operative in other forms Qf behavior.'

e?. I)"V
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'THE INFLUENCE OF SPEAtER. AND LlS1E1±4ta SEX IN
DYADIC COMMUNICATION 'Order No. 790d495

r -

PLYMALE, Ida Ruth Duffey, Ph,D. The U4.tiversitrof North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1978. 11pp. Supervlsor:."Robert L,
Stevenson :"

A descriptive-experimental 1:1;.oje was used to examine
language in itsnatural context fordifferen related to speaker
sex and 'listener sex; Of interest 'were -cert. in inathitnental
uses of oral speech for which no sysfeMatic shidy' ha4 been at,
tempted. Mytle and female speech pattetns were txpected to
reflect differing topic concerns fcip 'Males mcti!e Task lan-
guage and for females more Proce0"languagei. '"tiik and Pro-.
Oss language statements 'Were deRned asjthCiai yrith coqtent-
related topics as compared to those idth,prfiteiture-related

..
topics. Differing relationship concrns Were alio expected:
more Active language for males.and More:Reactive language
for females. Active and:ReaCtive Linguage statements were
defined as those which hicindedjj.ó reference to the other per-
son as connpar&I to those with' 4k,t and specific refetence to
the-listener.

. .

domly signed to dyadie projects as part of the regula r course-
Appr imately 100 undergraduate discussants were ran-

work in communication. Instrucjions and procedures for the
tape-recorded discussions were uniform for all subjects.

'4 Independent variables were f:ex of speaker (Male, female)
and sex of listener (male,Mliale). leependent variables were
:subjects' scores in the language statement categories. Each
complete thought , grammatically an independent clause, was
a separate statement for coding purpost01.. andwas r'oded as
either Task or Process and is either Active or Reacti:rme:'e fdhe
startements for a subject in a single discussion were
by Categories and percentage scores determined for eaCh type
of language.

A small number of trained judgef coded each discussion
sequentially, achieving 9.r. intercoffer reliability,' The resulting
scores were placed into a two-by-two design for analysis of
variance thocedures. The F statistic %vas computedfor two
main effects hypotheses and for foui interaction hypotheses
for each dependent variable.,

Differences'were pignificant (.05 level) for speaker sex
main effect for the topic variable as well as for the two-way
intetaction effect for thesrelationshie variable. Male speakers
do um* language more often concerned with the task of a dii-1/4
cession and fernale speakers do use language more often con-
cerned with the proOrdure of. a discueMon. In dyads of male
speaker to male listener, there were more statetnente inde-
pen5leot of references to the listener; in dyads of female

1
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speaker fo female listener, there were more etatemeritirwhich
. .

resets& overtly to ttte receiver by some meaeurableoferbal
mean*.

11, the study's -findings showed not only that ti4.04:
and females use significantly different language in goal-
oriented communicition situations, but also that for instances
in Which the speaker and listener are of the same Aex, whether
male or female, there is a reinforced sex contekt effect upon
the language for such dyads.

INTERCULTURAL AimuNICATION PATTERNS, PROBLEMS
AND TRENDS PY INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AT THE UNI-
VERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA , Order No. 7903937 .

EWAN, Norman Raymond Sam, Jr4 Ph.D. University of Mis-
souri - Columbia, 1978. 162pp Supervisor: -Dr. Milton .

Cornwell

The focus tor this study was the commwilcan patterns,
problems, Lid trends of' international students at the University
of Missouri-Columbia. Prior 'studies examined many aspects
of the life of international students, but f4 specifically exam-
ined tae communication behaviors of students from other cul-
tures. In addition, scholars in speech communication, antheo-
pologY, sociology, and others have not specifically addressed
the communication behaviors of international students. An
merging field of study is intercultural communication. How-
ever, theories posited by scholars have been based more on the
intercultural experiences of Americans than on the experiences
of international students{

Therefoce, this stu4 examined specific communication be-
haviors of international students in the interest of adding to a
growing body of knowledge about intercultural communication.
A questionnaire was sent to all of the international students at
UMC and 369 of the twestionnaires were completed and r
turned. The questionnaire included five major sections: Bp-
graphical data, 2. Language acquisition, 3. FrIendeh1p1Pi4rns,
4. Communication Patterns, Problems, and Trends, and 5, Open-
ended questions. The questionnaires were coded and niachine
taloulated.

In addition to the questionnaires, twenty-seven studente' were
interviewed in an attempt to verify the questionnaire and to ex-
plore in more depth the communication patterns, problems, and
trends 6f international students.

The basic findings of the study were:

1. Internatkral students perceived having little difficulty
in understanding the speech of Americans, or in making
t hemselves, understoodThy Americans.

2. The subjects reported having more close international
`Mends than American friends.

3. African students were more social-and outgoing than
others.

The studen ts generally avoided controversial topics of
conversation.

The students were reluctant to participate-in commuM-
cation activities.

41.
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6. African atudents scored highest on the communication
subscale. Mid-Eastern and Oriental students were
grouped about the mean, while those from Southeast Asia
scored the lowest.

7. IdajOr problems of eommunication of the students were:
American slang, rate of speech, and American pronunci-
ations.

I. Major techniques employed were: speaking ellOwer, Ini
gestures, asking questions, using examples, and using
an' American accent.

In gent4al, internattonal students recognized few problems in
communicating with Americans. In addition, language and cul-
ture ditermliled to some extent the commu.nication patterns of
Internetionalatudents with American students. Other Variablen
alio Contributed to the communication behaviors _of interne,-
Venal students. As the age of the student increased, so did the
eleelnientoatilp of the studint. Those students in the United

,

etetes for,longer, periods of time scored higher on'the commu-
Ideation subacute. Those students who.claimed 6 or more close

American friends.also communicated more with Americans.
And, those internationantudents who weremulti-lingual were
.more communicative with American students.

The dissertation suggestad ways In which intornattonal stu-
dents and American studente could come'into contact with One ,
another more often:" intercUltural coinmunication courses and
workshops, English courses; andrliving experiences with Amer.!
lean families. The itudy concluded with a call for more re-
search on international students.

COMMUNICATION SKILL TRAINING FOR MARRIED COU=
PLES THROUGH THE USE OF AN INSTRUCTIONAL GAME

Order No, 7901828

THEYE, Wayne Alien, Ed.O. New Mexico State University,
1978. 2-38pp. Supervisor: Dr. Mary R. Prescott

The Problem
A review of the literature indicated"that marital happiness,

is di ctly related to marital communicatiOn and that both of
these improved throtigh marital comMtinication trainingprogram . owever, too few couples take part in these pro-
grams and leaders an the marr101a enrichment movement
are seeking. new dynainic approaches which would appeal to
couples.

Basel on the findings in the public schools and in com-
munication classes in particular, instr,uctional games could
offer an enjoyable way for codples to learn communication
skills. - This researcher, however, found a paucity of inetruc-
tional games designed to teach marital communication skills.

The Purpose

Through a'process of creative thinking and'em'pirical
tasks, the author deyeloped an instructional game designed to
teach apeeific interpersonal communication 'skills to mar-
tied couples. The focus of the study was to determine if the
instructional game was superior to a traditional programmed
learning-simulation approach and to a no-treatment contrpl
group in affecting change in participants' levels of coin:"
munication skill usage, marital communication, marital hap-
piness, or communication prograni attitude. These variables
were measured by: 1) the CommunicatiOn Response In-
ventory,, 2) the Marital Communication Inventory, 3) Re-
lationship Change Scale, and 4) Attitude Toward Instructional
Games Scale.

The'Subjects

The subjects ill this shelf consisted of nine volunteer 6u-
pies who had beeti marfied fr-6'm four months to 13 years. At,'
limit one spouse in each of the couples was a atudent at Now
Mexico State University.

Procedure

Randomized block assignment of couples to three equiva-
.lent groups *is used to control length of marrlage variability
in each group. Measuring instruments were administered.be-
(ore and after treatMent. The control group received testing
oaly, the game group Olayed the instructional game entitled
tile Estelim-Bulider and took teats, and the third group com-
pleted the programmed learning book Improving Communica-
Hon in Marriage (Human Development Institute, 1975) and took
tests. The two experimental groups met for four weekly, two-
hour sessions.

Statistical Analysik

Each of the inventories in this stddy was examined to de-
termine what would constitute a meaningful raw score im-
provement. The meaningful raw Score values were: the Com-
munication Response Inventory;. 4.23 points; the Marital
Commuidcation Inventory, 4.6 points:, the Relationship Change,
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, I Seale, 2.4 5 points; theAttituds ToWartin'aruatioliai darapeN ,
. Scale, 1.17 points. , .. -,.. Initially, gain scores were examined with a`bne-way amity-

'. 4100 ot igrianto. If the" analysis of variance reiultid in all*.
11111,610 (up to p'<410T F-ratio, group Means were 'examiniA

- on a pairlis. basis to ilnd meahingful differences. n explor-
ing foe mianirgful illiferencee, if a dieignated Mean did not
exceed its counterpart by the predicted meaningful distece,
for the gteen inventory, a deCision wan macot to accept' the
related expekimental hypothesie.. On the other hand, II a

ell

deft-
(' -MAO mean did exceed its counterpart by the predicted !Amin-.
r inghil dietance for the given inventory, calculatidtiwere made

!to determine the probabAty with which this occurred._ To do
this, the lower group mean in each coittparifon received a
handicap of the meaningful distance and atlifference was ob
tained between the designatecpnean and its h*dicapped court-
torpart. This difference was "cg)ni;ared with the appropilate

b14911 value to determine the probability with which the .mean-
.---wingful difference pccurred. .* °

/
.

.,

1

, Results /
Ar LSD analysis bf the gain scores for the thiee groups

Utilizing the handicaps where designated sevealed (4) that.the-
: pr.tne group experienced a`meaningfui imprOvement ii coni-

'tnunication skill usage compared to the programmed learning ,

group (p < .001) and compared to thecontrOl group (p .001),
.` (2) when compared to the Control grOup; meaningful improve-

ments in the maritallielationships were found bothlor tile game
group < .075) and,./or the prograrnmnd learning grout) (P <
.10), and (3) that the game group relative to the programmed
learning grouP developed a meaningfully more, poeitive attitude

.1dward the fierichinent learning process (p <.05).
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THE RTTf6NSH1P OF COUNSEWAS' SEX, RACE ANp
L'EVEL OF' FUNC719NING TO ACCURATE EMPA'etiiC RE-
SPONSES Of" BLACK' ENGLISV EXPRESSIONEi "i

. . Order No. 7914000.

THOM , Benjamiri Darnell, Ed.,D. The aeorge Washington
.Univer ity, 1979. 163pp. Chalx,person: Janet Craig Hedde-
sheirre r

Thi dissertation examined th e effect of 'counselors' race,
Aex, and level of functioning on their ability hi listen and re-
sPond wi h accurate empitthy to.16wer class black students.
The var bles selected'were examined according to the Human
Resclur e hvveropment (HRD) model advanced by Robert Cirk-
huff. om this research- motio1 was' developed the hypothesis
that *bit y to list6 and respond with 'accurate empathy would
be signifi antly different for counselors across race, sex, and
level of functioning

In .orde ti) test ,the major hypothesis that black couns'élore
would srore significantly higher than white counselors on the
criterion measure, accurate empathy, individuals Were ad-
pinistered the HIM Conflnunication and Discrimination Tests.
These 16 audio taped counseling excerpts used black students, '

qf whom eight responded Using Black English and.eight re-
sponded using standard English..

The sarriVe consisted of 75 counselors from the Montgomery
County and the' Prince Ceorgkl County school sy4ems. p4a
from the sample were separata by race, pex, and level of , .

functioning. Mean Scores were reported fof group conipari-
sons. The t -test and the Pearson CorteLition wore Used tci.test
the hypcithes-in; at the'..05 level of significance.

The major, findings of this study are:
I. Black counselors did not perform as wl;ll as expected on

the test instruments. Scores of both black and white counselOrs
were well Wow the expected.perfortnAiice.on the Black English .

Communicatinn and Disirimination Tests.
I. Sex did not appear to be related to the counselors' listen-

ineor responding ability,. Male counselors performed as well
as fomalt.counselors on both the Black English Communication
andpiscimination Testg.

3. High functioning counselors performed significantly
bettor than; low funedoning counselors on the-Black English
excerpts. The level of fltuctioning variable yielded the only
significant sourCe of difference between counselors,

111

4. Hfgh scores on the Blikck English Commlinication Test
A had at moc4rate correlation with high saves on the'lliack En-

.' *glishiDiserAnatton Tent.

4

a.

, .
% pased-dn the findings and conclusions of the study tiurre:
'search recOmmepds that the selection antl traihing of coun-
oiler work with lower class black students should pot be
bane 'Pn the counselors' race or sex, but upon their perfor-',
mance on instrumehCs designed to measure listening and re-
sponding skills. ....
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